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I. Introduction
The goal of the first year effort was to calculate scattering
from cue inhomogeneous layer with irregular boundaries to model
natural terrains such as a layer of vegetation or sea ice. The
inhomogeneities were modeled by spherical or disc -shaped discrete
scatterers which were small compared with the incident wavelength
and were in the far field of one another. It was found that the
cross-polarized scattering was dominated by multiple scattering -
effects and was sensitive to the orientations and distributions of
the scatterers. This model has been applied to interpret measure
ments from vegetation, snow and sea ice.
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The goal of the second year was to extend the scattering model
developed in the first year to handle disc-shaped scatterers which
are comparable to the incident wavelength and to use the scattering
model to investigate the relative merits between active versus
passive sensing of soil moisture over vegetated terrain. Results
indicate that scattering measurements are more sensitive to soil
moisture changes than emission measurements. This is because
while both types of measurements lose sensitivity to soil moisture
because of the vegetation layer, the loss is greater for passive
than active measurements
II. Work Accomplished
The results of the investigation during the first year have
been documented and published. Details are given in three papers
appended to this report as Appendices A, B, and C.
Part of the results of the second year effort has also been
published. This part appears in Appendix D. Other results of the
second year study have been documented for publication. It is
appended as Appendix E in this report.
F
III. Conclusions	 !^
Significant progresses have been made in the previous years.
We are looking forward to continue our efforts at the University
of Texas at Arlington to make further progress in the theoretical
modeling area.
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Abstract
A general theory of intensity scattering from small
particles of arbitrary shape has been developed based
on the radiative transfer theory. Upon permitting the
particles to orient in accordance with any prescribed
distribution, scattering models can be derived. By
slaking an appropriate choice of the particle size, the
scattering model may be used to estimate scattering from
media such as snow, vegetation and sea ice. For the
purpose of illustration onl y comparisons with measure-
ments from a vegetated medium are shown. The difference
in scattering between elliptic- and circular-shaped
leaves is demonstrated. In the low-frequenc y limit, the
major factors on backscattering from vegetation are
found to be the depth of the vegetation layer and the
orientation distribution of the leaves. The shape of
the leaf is of secondary importance.
1. Introduction
The scattering from randomly or'ented circular
discs has been used to model wave scattering from a
vegetation canopy.1-5
This study deals with scattering from randomly
oriented scatterers of arbitrary shape in the low-fre-
quency limit. First, a general representation of the
polarizability tentior in the reference frame is obtained
in terms of the angles of orientation and the polariza-
bility tensor in the local frame (the principal frame
of the scatterer). Then the polarizability tensor ist used to calculate the scattering amplitude when thescatterer Is illuminated by an incident plane wave.From the scattering amplitude the backscattering cross-
section for a layer of randomly oriented scatterers may
be computed based on the first-order solution of the
equation of transfer. 6 As an illustration, the study
is specialized to the case of randomly oriented ellip-
tically shaped leaves to model scattering by a vegeta-
tion canopy. Differences in scattering between circular
versus elliptic leaves are illustrated.
2. The polarizability Tensor In The Reference Frame
For a wave incident upon an arbitrarily shapedr scatterer with all dimensions small compared with theelectromagnetic wavelength, the scattered field due tothe presence of the scatterer can be represented by that
radiated from an equivalent dipole with moment P,^
it . EI 	(1)
where E1 is the applied field in the absence of the
scatterer and T is the polarizability tensor.
For a scatterer with its principal axes coinciding
with the local frame, the polarizability tensor can be
written as,
nt n 	 a^lx^xi	 (2)
n I
where al l 's depend on the electric properties and the
dimensions of the scatterer. 8 and i" s (with xl nx',
z}ny', x ni') are the local frame axes related to the
* reference frames z l through angles of rotation (a,6,y)5
x i tl A mxmf
I
i
where Alm's are given in Appendix A of Ref. 9,
To transform the polarizability tensor from the
local frame to the reference frame we multiply Eq. 2
from both sides by the unit dyadic
I n J xmxm	(4)
mn 1
yielding
ap m
n I nn I amnxmxn
where
'	 (6)
°mn n itI a ti A imA in ^ anm
From Eq. 6 it is clear that Sp is the symmetric tensor.
The explicit values of Vimn 's are given in Appendix A of
Ref. 9. In the special case of a sphere 7 we have
3(c2-1)
a ll	 at n 	 r	 VO	 (7)
{cr+2)
where c rw cr+X' is the relative dielectric constant of
the scatterer with respect to that of the host medium;
and VO is the volume of the scatterer. (Note: there
is a 4n difference between values of al l 's and those
reported in Refs. 7 and 10. This factor depends on how
we express the scattered field in terms of all's.)
Substituting Eq. 6 into 5 we obtain
amn at 
A. 
A imA in a t 6mn	 (6)n I
where 6mn is the Kronecker delta.
3. The Scattering Amplitudes In The Reference Frame
For a wave incident upon a randomly orientfscat-
terer in i direction with polarization vectors h and
v i (Fig. 1), the scattering amplitude matrix for the
scattered wave in s direction with polarization vectors
hs and vs , is given byl
2
f(s,i) n k	 E psps^a . E gigi
pnv,h
	
p qnv,h
^Fy'^h qh fpq(s'I)psgi	
(9)
where fp (s,i) is the scattering amplitude for the
scattereg wave in s direction with polarization p due
to an incident wave in i direction with polarization q
(pnqnv or h); and k is the wave number of the host me-
dium. The polarization vectors v i and F i are related
to the incident direction i by
3
h I n zXi/1zXil i? E hmxm n (ycosoi-xsinod
mn 1
v I n h i Xi Q	 vmxm n cose i (xcosm i +ysin0d -zsinei
mn I
(10)
where
I
T.
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Figure 1. The polarization vectors for the
incident and scattered wave.
I A i mxm	sine i (xcosf i +ysinf i )+zcos9 l	 (11)
m-I
Similar relations can be written for the scattered
wave. Substituting Eq. 5 into 9 we can write fpq(s,T)
as,
fpq (s , i) ' w E ^, amnpmgn
	
(12)
mn 1 n-I
To show that Eq. 12 obeys the reciprocity theorem we
Interchange s and i in Eq. 12, yielding
fpq(i,$) ' . Z
	
, am"gmp^ - fgP (s,i)	 (13)
m-I n•I
It is worth noting that a. depends on a, g, y and amn
but is independent of s and f.
4. The Extinction Coefficient For
Randomly Oriented Scatterers
for a plane wave propagating in t direction defined
by ili(ei,fl) through a collection of randomly oriented
scatterers, the total loss per unit length is given by
the extinction coefficients as,
k (1) - 1:kt (i)	 (14)
q	 two's q
The subscript a stands for absorption, the subscript s
for scattering and the subscript qnv or h represents
the polarization of the incident wave.
The scattering coefficients can be written as2
k (i) - E j do
s 
'If (s,i)1 2>	 (15)sq	 p-v,h 42	 Pq
where dOs is the differential solid angle in the direc-
tion of the scattered wave s, and the ensembis average
<> is taken over the spatial distribution and orienta-
tions of the scatterer. The spatial averaging is equi-
valent to multiplying Eq. 15 by the number density N0.
From Eq. 12 we can write:
2-^k212 3	 3^	 * i i ssIfpq ' l)I	 ^ e-^Li -) amnaajgngjpmPeMWI
(16)
where a is the complex conjugate symbol. From Eq. 10
and Eqs. (A-II)-(A-17) of Ref. 9 it follows that:
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fpmpt dot s - 0	 m o t	 (17)
r amnam j da - 0	 n 0 )	 (IB)12n 
Substituting Eqs. 17 and 18 in 16 and then 16 into
I5 we get
;^ zk
ksq (i )	NO Tin,
3 3 _
p h f4x dO s < E nEi ^^mn^2(gn)2(pm)2>	 (19)
where Iamm, 2 is the value of°mr.;2 after integration with
respect to a over (0,2r). After integrating Eq. 19 with
respect to dilsand summing over n and scattered polari-
zation we can writs the scattering coefficient as:
4
ksv (i) N-fin 5 E (7m1;2)cos201
+ (1: 17m3 1 2)sin 2 9 1 >	 (20)
N k4 3 _
ksh (i) ^— < ( of ^am2 1 2 ^ >	 (21)
Substituting Eqs. (A-)2)-(A-17) into (A-19) of Ref. 9
and then substituting the resWt (with i-m and j-n) into
Eqs. 20 and 21 we can write the scattering coefficient
in terms of 8, y and ali as:
4
k3v (i) - 12n ` {Cos 2a,a11+2
+(sin2$+Cos2yeos2010-22i2
+(sin26+sin2ycos26)1a3312}cos2a1
+2{ sin 281a11il2+sin2ycos2Q'a1 2
+cos2ycos281a33 1 2 1 sin 2 0 1 >	 (22)
4
ksh (i) - N..	 . <cos28,ali(2+(sin28+cos2ycos26)la2212
+(sin28+sin2ycos28)(a33
1
2>	 (23)
In Eqs. 22 and 23 the ensemble average <> is taken over
the scatterer orientation with respect to the angles d
and y. Under the assumption that a mail
 and y-0, Eqs.
22 and 23 reduce to Eqs. (68) and ( ;) in Ref. 2.
The absorption coefficient, for a unit incident
plans wave in I direction with polarization q i , can be
written asll
kaq (i) - NOkcr < f ^Qq•QgY l ) dV>
0
. NOkcr <(QA.Qg i )> YO 	(24)
where % is the ilertric field inside the scatterer,
which is related to the induced dipole moment pq through
the relation?
Qq - Y c -1 Pq 	 (25)
0 r
from Eqs. 1 and 2 we can write pq as
Pq `; amn(xm^gl)xm
plot
(26)
3»i
Upon substituting Eq. 26 Into 25, the field inside the
scatterer is
,&i • V (c r . ` aon ^m •gl )xm 	 (27)q	 Mai
From Eqs. 24 and 27 the absorption coefficient is
2
kaq (i)
	
NOka <	
Iamml2(xm•gl^ >
mn )
2
• NOka `nil amm^
2
 (	 ^mngn)'
nal
where
kc"n 	 rka c' _1VOf 
Substituting Eq. 10 and Eq. (A-2) of Ref. 9 into Eq. 28
and integrating with respect to a over (0,2rr) we obtain,
kav(i) -
 NOka `^'IIaill2cos28
+IO22I2(sin28sin2Y+cos2y)
+1033 1
2 (sI11 2Scos2Y+sIn2y)I Cos 2ei
+1I0-I
1 1
2 sin20+I 02212cos28sin2Y
+Ia33 I 2co528cos2Y}sin2 a I >	 (29)
kav (i) - NOka `I0III2cos20
+IO2212(sin28sin2Y+cos2y)
+Ia33 I 2 ( sin 28cos2Y+sin2y)>
In Eqs. 31 and 32 i! and -i are in (e 1 ,7r+y i ) and
directions, respectively; d is the depth of the layer
containing the scatterers; r (() and r q (i) are the
Frfsnel reflectivities for t9e interface separating the
layer and the lower half-space (p-q-v or h). From Eqs.
10, 16. 18 and Eq. (A-19) of Ref. 9 we can write
2 2	 _
<If vv (-i,1)1 2> n N01;71	
1112
< cos4yi^a1112
+$In 22b i (1a13i 2
 + ^Re(a11a33))
+sin 4e
1 1a
33
"'
	 (33)
<Ifvv(jl,-;)I2>	
NO I ;"l 
<cos4ei1a1112+sin4eila33 2
^in220iRe(a
^11033)>	 (34)
<Ifvh(-i,i)12> n <Ifvh(il,-i)l2>
n
 NO^
22
Tk^-^•^ <.os2oi^a12^2+sin2ai^n^3,2>
 (35)
k21 2 _
<^fhh(-(,i)I2>
	
<^fhh(ii,-i)^2>
	 NO ;T <^a1112>
(36)
The explicit forms of Eqs, 33-36 in terms of 8 and Y as
well as amn are given in Appendix C of Ref. 9.
For an elliptic scatterer with semi-axes a1 (1-1,
2, 3) the polarizability tensor elements ai l are?
v (c -I)
ail • c0_ rA1+	 (37)
(28)
(30) where
For an elliptic scatterer in the low-frequency limit	
A	
I	
a	
•	 dS	 (38)
Eqs. 29 and 30 are equal to the extinction coefficient 	 i	 f ^i 
-I 
i)	 +si)R(S)
calculated by using the forward scattering theorem.e	
and	
(O
For a collection of identical sparsely distributed
randomly oriented lossy dielectric ellipsoids embedded
in a layer with)ut upper boundary above a half-space
t.)* like- and cross-polarized backscattering cross-
sections per unit area computed from the first-order
solution of the radiative transfer equation are6
apq (i,i)
 - 4ecos6j'I 
fpq(i 1' 1)12>APq
+<Ifpq(-i,i)I2>gpq ]	 (31)
where
5. The !lackscatterino Cross-Section For A
Layer Of Random y Oriented Ellipsoids
2rp(i)dseceiexp (2k p (i)dsec8 i ) , p-q
A	
[exp(-kq(i)dsecO1)-exp(-kp(-i)dsecel>}
pq	
.[r p(i)exp(-kp(i)saceId)
+rq(i)exp (-kq(i)dsecel),/(kp(i)-kq(i))
epq - 
[I -exp(- {kp(i)-ekq(i)1dseeeA
•[I+rp(i)r4(i)exp(-{kp(i)
r	 +kq(1)Idsecei),/(kp(i)+kq(i),
R(S) - 11 (S+ai)
1-1
In Eq. 37 v0 is the volume of the scatterer given by
OrrVO • -3- i-i ai
The integral A i in Eq. 38 can be found in Ref. 12. In
case of a thin elliptic disc (al>a 2?a3 ) which can be
used to model a leaf, we can writ e1z
	
A	 !L 
I-e2 F n/2 a -E n/2 e
	
I	 al	 e
n 	 E(n/2.e)-(I-e2)F(n/2.e)
	
A2	
a i	 e2 (1-e2)19
Err/2 e
pOq	 3	 al (1-e2)
where e- i-(a2/at) 2 . F(rr/2,e) and E(rr/2,e) are complete
elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respec-
tively, 13 given by
j,
►/2	 dS
0	
1-e sin2S
i it
Y
I
N
i
I
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Figure 6. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
elliptic discs (f-1.1 GHz,
cr030.8+j1.8, a l -2.8 cm, 02n0.84 cm,
a3-0.375 mm, 0•_8090_y_yC•,
0	
•, 0•
<a<360•).
Figure 7. Cross-polarized pattern
at normal incidence along circular
disc axis (f-1.1 GHz, cr M 30.8+ji.8,
a l na2-1 cm, 83-0.872 mm, 0.14036001.
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Figure 2. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
elliptic discs (fn 1.1 GHz,
cr•30.8+j1.8, a l -2.8 cm, 4 2.0.84 cm,
a3-0.375 mm, 0 .08130 • , 061,Y1.900,
0 . X360•).
Figure 3. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
elliptic discs (f-1.1 GHz,
er-30.8+j1.8, a l-2.8 cm, x2.0.84 cm,
a -0.375 mm, 60 06190 0 , 0•^Y090•,
03_4_360•).
Figure 4. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
ellil , tic discs (f n I.1 GHz,
cr-30.8+Jt.8, al-2.8 cm, 62-0.84 cm,
a3-0.375 mm, 0•_s<90'. 001Y1.30%
0 14_360•).
Figure 5. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
elliptic discs (fn 1.1 GHz,
cr030.8+ji.8, al-2.8 cm, 42-0.84 cm,
ati-375 0mm,  0'_8_90', 60•:Y_90•,
04_360)•
and	 */2
E(w/2, e) - f
	
1-e sin25 dS
0
When a l -a2 (oblate spheroid), we can write12
-is
A I • A2 •	 ?	 {m2 Cm2_ 1> sin 1[`fm2-1} 
4
/m,-1}
2(m -1)	 (40)
A3	 22	 1---1 - in- '[ ^m2-i)/m,	 (41)(m 1) {	 m2- 1>
where mea1/83.
In the above a i . 112, and 
at 
are taken to be paral-
lel to n', y', i' axes, respecively. This means that
6. Comparisons Between Circular And Elliptic Discs
in Figs. 2-6 backscattering characteristics from
elliptic discs, with dielectric constant based on for-
mula given in Ref. 14, are shown for five different com-
binations of orientations. In all cases the orientation
distributions of the axes not specified below are as-
sumed uniformly distributed over (00,90').
(1) The major axis is restricted to small tilt
angles, i.e., 0'48930'.
(2) The major axis is restricted to large tilt
angles, i.e., 60048 <900.
(3) The minor axis is restricted to small tilt
angles, i.e., 0.1Y030%
(4) The minor axis is restricted to large tilt
angles, i.e., 60'<y<90.
(5) Both axes are uniformly distributed over
(01 ,90•).the orientations of the semi-axes a l , 42 , a3 are de-	 Before discussing the characteristics of the cases
scribed by (a,8), (a .8, y) and (*.6,0. 9 The tilting of
al and a2 with respect to the local axes are of course
	
shown, note that polarized scattering is usually in
controlled by 8 and y. respectively.	 agreement with intuition. To understand cross-polarized
4
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Figure 10. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
circular discs [fn1.1 GHz,
cr030.8+jl.8, al-a2-1 cm, a3 n0.872
mm, 60'_8_90', O':Y190 0 , O',<-a,<-360-).
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Figure 11. sackscattering from a
half-space of randomly oriented
circular discs [fn 1.1 GHz,
crn30.8+j1.8, alna2n1 cm, a300.872
mm, 0 6V'C904 , 0 _Y<_90', 0'<a_36001.
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Figure 8a. Cross-polarized pattern at normal incidence
along major axis of an elliptic disc [f n I.I GHz,
c n30.8+ji.8, a l n2.8 cm, 42n0.84 cm, 03 60.375 mm,
Ot_a_36ol .
scattering It should be remembered that the cross-polar-
ized reradiation pattern for small circular discs in-
creases with the increase In the local incidence angle
(Fig. 7)i while for an elliptic disc of the same volume,
this reradiation pattern could have a dip with the in-
crease in the local incidenceangle along the plane
parallel to the major axis (Fig. 8a). The reradiation
pattern parallel to the minor axis shows a minimum at
near normal incidence (Fig. 8b).
For case (I) (Fig. 2) the horizontally polarized
component at large incidence angles is higher than the
vertically polarized component due to the more nearly
horizontal disc orientations. The reverse is true in
case (2) (Fig. 3) as expected. For the cross-polarized
component case (1) shows a slower angular drop off than
M.!Ct,^ AL p; .S.^a 50
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Figure 8b. Cross-polarized pattern at normal incidence
along minor axis of an elliptic disc [ fn I.1 GHz,
crn30.8+j^1.8, al-2.8 cm, 42 00.84 cm, 43 n0.375 mm,
001.o<360).
case (2), since the cross pattern along the major axis
or minor axes is close to its maximum at near grazing
Incidence and assumes smaller values at near normal
incidence. in cases (3) and (4) (Figs. 4 and 5) the
change in distribution is associated with the minor
axis. As expected, the polarized reradiation pattern
Is more isotropic over the minor axis than the major
axis. Hence, this change in distribution producer only
small changes in the polarized scattering components.
For the cross-polarized component, the smaller tilt
angles [case (3)) lead to smaller returns near normal
Incidence and a slower angular drop off than case (4).
This is expected since the cross pattern is at a mini-
mum near the local normal of the disc parallel to the
minor axis (Fig. 8b). These are only small differences
between cases (4) and (5) for the polarized component
for the same reason given for cases (3) and (4). The
cross-polarized retu rn of case (5) lies between those
of cases (3) and (4) as expected.
In Figs. 9-11, the backscattering curves for cir-
cular discs of the same volume as the elliptic discs
with major axis equal to the minor axis, the five cases
discussed in the previous paragraph reduce to three
r;
r:
t: Figure 9. sackscattering from ahalf-space of randomly oriented
circular discs [fn 1.1 GHz,
crn30.8+j1.8, 4jn02n1 cm. a3n0.872
mm, Vjse<30', 0 <Y_90', 0'cc, 	 -).
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figure 12. Comparison between
backscattering srom a half-space,
a layer with plane and rough
bottom boundaries Ifn l.1 GHz,
cr-30.8+J1.8, cgqw 10, kan I.19
ktn8, VQNO-O.00T, 60'18<90-,
0-!Y=90 , 00,ja^-c36001,
W(AI
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Figure 13. Comparison with measure-
ments of wheat If n 1.5 GNz,
cr"24.5+11.7, c n25, 0.1.1 cm, 1-25
cm, 81 01120 1.3 c+9, &300.02 cm,
0',%_8_90', 0'1Y190 - , 0-_11%360-1.
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Figure 14. Comparison with measure•
ieents of wheat (fn4.25 GHz,
crn23.5+J4.7, c '25, c-I.I cm, 1-13.
cm, al-a2n 1.3 cA, a3 n0.02 cm,
O'<S<90 0 , O':Yj90 0 , 0`:,11%36001,
r:40,
r
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cases. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are comparable to t l7s. 2 or
4, 3 or 5 and 6. The polarized and cross-pol.vized
scattering also follow the general patterns in the cor-
responding figures for reasons similar to Doss given
In the previous paragraph. Of course, small differences
exist in level and trend between the corresponding
figures especially for the cross-polarized return (see
for example, Figs. 2, 4 and 9). In view of the dif-
ferences between Figs. 7 and So, one would expect much
greater difference between elliptic and circular discs.
However, due to the assumed random orientation, the
difference due to disc shape in this low-frequency case
is rot as pronounced as one might expect. Instead,
significant differences in scattering due to different
distributions are very obvious in the cross-polarized
return. This implies that the cross-polarized return
may serve as one contributing factor for crop identifi-
cation when significant differences exist between the
orientation of leaves and when the leaf distributions
. In orientation are known for vegetation types to be
differentiated.
L Laver Effect And Comparison With Measurements
In Fig. 12 comparisons are shown between backscat-
ow ing curves from a vegetated half-space, a vegetated
layer without boundaries, a vegetated layer with plane
- bottom boundary and a vegetated layer with rough bottom
boundary. It is seen that scattering from a half-space
• has a significantly slower angular trend than that of a
half-space. For horizontal polarization;, the difference
between a plane versus a rough layer boundary is small
at large angles of Incidence for polarized scattering
and at small angles of incidence for cross-polarized
scattering.
Since the effects dominating the backscattering
curves at low frequencies (scatterer small compared with
the electromagnetic wavelength) are (1) leaf distribu-
tion, (2) layer versus half-space, and (3) surface
roughness, in Figs. 13 and 14 we show comparisons with
a backscatter measurements from wheat 15 using a vegetated
layer of circular leaves with a rough bottom boundary.
The rough surface scatter model used Is the Kirchhoff
aradai under scalar approximation 16 characterized by a
standard deviation of surface height a and surface cor-
relation length t. In both figures, the data trends are.
fairly flat for the cross-polarized return and peaked
near nadir for the polarized return indicating the
strong influence of the rough ground Interface. Al-
though the leaf of wheat Is elliptic, use of circular-
shaped leaves with random orientations appears to pro-
duce good agreements with data. This means that the
effect of leaf shape is indeed not an important factor
in low-frequency scattering.
8. Conclusions
In vegetation modeling at low frequencies, the im-
portant factors governing the backscattering curves are
(1) the roughness of the vegetation-ground interface,
(2) the leaf orientation distribution, and (3) the depth
of the vegetation layer. It is found thet the effect of
the leaf shape is not as important a factor although It
does have some effect on the level and trend of the
angular backscattering curve.
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SCATTERING FROM RANDOMLY ORIENTED CIRCULAR DISCS
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Scattering from randomly oriented circular discs
with application to vegetation
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A vegetation layer is modeled by a collection of randomly ori-
ented circular discs over a half space. The backscattering coef-
ficient from such a half space is computed using the radiative
transfer theory. It is shown that significantly different results
are obtained from this theory as compared with some earlier inves-
tigations using the same modeling approach but with restricted disc
orientations. In particular, the backscattered cross-polarized
returns cannot have a fact increasing angular trend which is incon-
sistent with measurements. By setting the appropriate angle of
orientation to zero the theory reduces to previously published
results. Comparisons are shown with measurements taken from milo,
corn and wheat and good agreements are obtained for both polarized
and cross-polarized returns.
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of scattering from randomly
oriented scatterers with application to
vegetation has received much attention in
recent years. The radiative transfer
theory has been used to calculate the back-
scattering from a layer of randomly ori-
ented ellipsoids with application to vege-
tation (Tsang et al., 19811. Foldy's
method and the distorted Born approximation
have been used to calculate the backscat-
tering cross section for randomly oriented
circular discs in a half space (Lang, 19811.
The major advantage of this approach is
that most of the model parameters are di-
rectly related to ground truth measurements.
In this study we use the scattering am-
plitude formula by Karam and Fung (1982a]
for randomly oriented scatterers of arbi-
trary shape to derive the scattering am-
plitudes for randomly oriented circular
Copyright 1983 by the American
Geophysical Union.
Paper number 3SO419.
0049-6604 ,,83 0708.0419SO8.00
discs. Then the phase matrix elements and
the extinction coefficients are derived.
These quantities are needed in the first-
order radiative transfer theory for com-
puting scattering from a half-space medium
containing randomly oriented sparsely dis-
tributed lossy dielectric discs used to
model a vegetated medium. In this model
the effect of air-vegetation boundary is
neglected due to the sparse distribution
of the leaves. The decay of the incident
wave in the vegetated volume is accounted
for by the extinction coefficient which is
related to the scattering amplitudes in
the forward direction (Ishimaru anu Cheung,
1980; Karam and Fung, 1982b].
The maid difference between this study
and those of Tsang et al. (1981] and Lang
(1981] is that our formulation permits the
circular discs to be oriented in any direc-
tion and accounts for changes in polariza-
tion of the scattered field due to changes
in orientations of the circular discs.
This difference is illustrated numerically
in section 5 where comparisons with mea-
sured data on wheat, corn and milo [Dobson
et al., 1977] are also shown.
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2.	 THE SCATTERING AMPLITLME MATRIX AS A	 ^z	 coseiki - sine	 (5c)ivi II
A SPECIAL CASE OF THAT OF ELLIPSOIDS
I
Consider a randomly oriented ellipsoid Then substituting (5a)-(5c) into (3) we get
with itssemiaxej (a,b,c) aligned along the
framecoordinates (x',y',z') of a :Local
^^
z	 tkiki + tvivi + thihi	 (6)
related to the principal frame (x,y,i)
1	 through the angles of rotations (a,s,y) where
with respect to the z', y 	 and x' axes,
}	 respectively (called the xyz convention by Lki '	 (sin(a-^ i)siny + cos(a-mi)sinseosy]
Goldstein (19811) 	 (Karam and Fung, 1982a).
- sine 	 + cosecosycose i 	(7a)Thus,
x'	 cosscosax + cosssinay - sinai	 (^) tvi ` [sin(a-YsinY + cos(a-0i)sin$cosY1
y' - (cosasin8siny - sinacosy)x • oose i - cosScosysine i	(7b)
+ (cosacosy + sinasin3siny)y
thi ` sin(a-^ )sin8cosy - cos(a-0 i
+ cos8sinyz	 (2) (70
(sinasinY + cosasinBcosy)x Now substituting (6) into (4b) we get
- (cosasiny - sinasin$cosy)y v	 1	 (-tvivi - thihi ]	 (8a)
+	 (3)cosscosy z
i
2	 2
tvi + thi
t
For an incident plane wave in the ki di-
rection the	 vectors (vi andpolarization
h ' -	 1
	
Et(8b)i	 hi i	 ivi
hi) in the principal frame, and the cur- t2	 + t2
responding polarization vectors in the vi	 hi
local frame (vi ' and hi') can be expressed
as Relations similar to (4)-(8) can be written
h	 z X k llz .' ki (	 v	 h	 X k	
(4a)
i	 i	 i	 i	 i
for the scattered wave by replacing the
subscript i with s.	 (Note that the ori-
entation of the scatterer and its effect
hi I 	z' X ki	X ki ^	 vi'	 hi ' X ki on the polarization of the scattered field
are not represented in the most general
(4b) form when the local frame is described
where by the Eulerian angles of rotation (appen-
dix).)
k 	 a sine iC00 x + sine isinmiy + cose
ii Under the low frequency approximation
(Stratton, 1941; Stevenson, 1953; Ruck et
(4c) al., 1970; Ishimaru, 1978; Tsang et al.,
19811 the scattering amplitudes for the
To relate hi ', vi ' to hi , v4 we express , the ellipsoid in the local frame can be writ-
'ii ,principal frame in terms of 	 vi and hi ten as
as
x sine icosy iki + cose ico0ivi - sinm 
hi fvv(s ' 1) ` 4n v0 (ES-t) s vAa + 1
(5a)
(y8	
^ r\ (Vi 1. y
d\	
/)	 (V'-z')(Vi'•zf)
Jy	 sin e isinp iki + coseisinoivi + cosoihi
S
+	 `	 1	 +	 VAc + 1
(5b) (9)
^V
_7
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2	 ^(v ' • x')(h	 '•x')
fvh(a ' i)	 4n V0(c s E)l vAa + 1
(v	 (vs'•z')(hi'•z')s'•y')(hi'•y')
+	 vAb + 1	 + vAc + 1
(10)
2	 (h
s
' • x')(v	 '•x')
f hv (s ' i)	 4rr V0 (ES E) vA	 + 1
a
(hs'•y')(vi'•y')	 (hs'•z')(vi'•z')
+	 vAb + 1	 + vAc + 1
(11)
a and thickness 2c. In this limit [Tsang
at al., 19811 we have
A	 n	 A	 2
a a Ab a 2a3	 c a 2 c
Hence,
vAa - vAb . G - 1) 4a 'Ac ea - 1)
Let us define
a - (E g/E-1)
	
(Eg/E-1) C
	
w2 "V
w2 1 	 (h s'•x )(hi' •x) 	 a	 cT	 vA +1
	 aN	 vA +1
	
0	 4n0
tfhh (s ' i)	 0(ES E)	 vAa + 1	 We can now write the element of the scat-
(h ' •y ') 6
1-y — 
'•')	 (h ' • z')(h '•z')	
tering amplitude matrix for a circular disc
R	 s	 i	 in the local frame as a special case of
+	 vAb + 1	 +	 vAc + 1	 (9)-(12)•
(12)	 f^v (s ' i) ` CO [(Vs ' •vI )aT
where the third term in (10)-(12) 	 is zero	 + (v ' • i')(v '•i')(
	aT
)]	 (13)
since (hi'•z') - (hs'•z')-0; w is the angular 	 s	 i	 N 
permittivity of the scatterer; E is the 	 fvh(s'i) - CO[(vs'•hi')aT
frequency of the incident wave; E 	 is the	 $
permittivity of the surrounding medium; and
VO-(47rabc/3)	 is the volrmie of the scatter-	 + (vs'•i')(hi'•z')(aN-aT))	 (14)
er.	 In (9)-(12) we also have
vf)aTfhv(s,i) - CO [(hs '.vi
- abc(_C!E 	 -	 l
2 	 + (hs'•z')(v1'•i')(aN-aT)J	 (15)
R(u) -	 I(u+a2)(u+b2)(u+c2)^
L	 fhh(s,i) - CO[(hs'•hi')aT
1
t	 A	 -	 du	 + (hs' • z')(hi'•z ')(aN-aT)l 	 (16)	 i
a0	 (a2+u)R(u)
In view of (8) an incident field ampli-
tude in the principal frame can be expres-
du	
sed in the local frame where scattering
-	 takes place in accordance with (13)-(16).A b
	 0	 (b2+u)R(u)	 Then a similar relation to (8) may be
i	 applied to convert the scattering field
a	 back to the principal frame [Karam and
'	 du	 Fung, 1982a).	 Thus,
Ac	
(c2+u)R(u)
	
f	 (s,i) -	 [t	 f'	 (s,i)t	 -t	 f'	 (s,i)tfo	 w	 vs w	 vi vs vh	 hi
When a-b and c«a the ellipsoid can be	 thsfhv(s,i)tvi+tvsfhh(s,i)thi]/D(s,i)
approximated as a circular disc with radius
	
(17)
1
(,&] •
11
r`
9
k	 i
f	 Z
to
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fvh (s ' i)	 Itvsfvv(s'i)thi+tvsfvh(s'i)tvi
-ths fhv (s ' i)thi thsfhh(s'i)tvi]/D(sri)
(18)
fhv (s ' i) - Ithsfw(s'i)tvi+tvsfhv(s'i)tvi
-thsfvh (s ' i)thi tvsfhh(s'i)thi]/D(s,i)
(19)
fhh(s,i) - Iths fvv (s "i thi+tvsfhv(s'i)thi
+thsfvh(s'i)tvi+tvsfhh(sri)tl.iI/D(sri)
(20)
where
D(s ' i) - R Vi+thi) (jhs+t2s)]
^'
 (21)
Equations (17)-(21) will be used in the
following sections to calculate the first-
order scattering cross section for a half
space of randomly oriented circular discs.
3. FIRST-ORDER SCATTERING CROSS SECTION
FOR A HALF SPACE OF RANDOMLY ORIENTED
CIRCULAR DISCS
For a collection of identical randomly
oriented lossy dielectric circular discs
embedded in the lower half space, the
backscattering cross section [Tsang and
Kong, 1978; Tsang et al., 1981] based on
the first-order solution of the radiative
transfer equation [Karam and Fung, 1982c,
can be written as
2r	 cosei
avv(-i , i) - a
Im<fvv(i,i)>+Im<fvv(-i,-i)>
	
• <Ifvv(-i,i)`2>	 (22)
2r	 cosei
avh (-i,i) - A Im<fvvd ' b>+Im<f hh(-i,-i)>
	
<Ifvh(-i,i)12>	 (23)
2r	 costa
ahh (-i, i) ^ —A
Im<fhh(i,i)>+Im<fhh(-i,-i)>
• <Ifhh(-i,i)12>
	
(24)
where A is the wavelength of the incident
wave, Im( ) is the imaginary part operator
and the angle brackets are the ensemble
average symbol over the orientation and
distribution of the scatterer.
4. THE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE OVER THE ANGLES
OF ORIENTATION FOR FORRARD
AND BACKSCATTERING
In the forward directions k s7k^; hence,
hs-hi, vs-vi , vs'-vi' and hs'-hi . Similar
statements can be made about tvi, thi and
tvs, the'
In the backscattering direction similar
results are obtained as in the forward
direction except that h s ' and the will dif-
fer in sign from those in the forward di-
rection.
From the above discussion the forward and
backscattering scattering amplitudes in the
local frame (13)-(16) reduce to
fw(*ti,i) - CO [aT+ (v i ''z') 2 (aN-aT)J	 (25)
f'h(ti,i) - fhv (ti,i) - 0	 (26)
fhh(±i,i) - *- CO [aT+(hi ' • z') 2 18N aT)^	 (27)
Also, the scattering amplitudes in the
principal frame described by (17)-(21)
reduce to
fW(*-i:,{.) - CO [aT+ji (aN-aT),	 (28)
fvh (±i ' i) - CO[thitvi (aN aT)]	 (29)
fhv(ti,i) - ±C0 [thitvi(aN-ar)]	 (30)
fhh (±i,i) ; CO [aT+thi (aN aT)]	 (31)
To calculate the backscattering cross
section in (22)-(24) we first substitute
(7) in (28)-(31) and then we calculate
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the ansemble average of the q.tantities
<fvv(i'i)A^ 
<fhh (1 , > 9 <Ifvv^- l41)I2>,► 	
<Ifhh(-i,i)I	
1)
2>, and <Ifvh(-i,i)I->.
Due to the symmetry of the disc we will
assume an equally likely distribution func-
tion with respect to a. The ensemble aver-
age over a will remove the q dependence,
yielding
n/2
<fvv(ti ' A) > - C0nO [a r+	 p(8) d8
0
rr/2
•	 p(Y) dY{(!sin28cos26i+cos28sin291}
0
• cos 2Y 2cos2 6isin2y}(aN
-ar)J
	(32)
n/2
<fhh(±i'*i)> - COn0[ aT+ 	 p(6) d6
0
n/2
P(y ) dY{ Z(sin26cos2y+sin2Y)l
0
. (AN_aT)J	
(33)
n/2
<Ifvv(-i,i)I2> >. CO nOI aT l 2+	 p(8) d8
0
at/2
p (Y) dY 21(2 sin 26cos2 6 1+ Cos 28sin291
1
0
Cos2Y2cos2 8 isin2Y) Re (a T (VaT))
+( 8 os4s1 sin 4y+ (sin481Cos40
+ acos481sin48^sin2281sin220)cos4Y
+ 16 (cos4 8 1sin2 8+sin2 28 1cos2 a sin 22y
I
aN
-aTI 2 	(34)
E	
i
n/2
<Ifhh(-i,i)I2> - CO2nO [I&T l 2+	 p(6) d8
L	 0
n/2
•	 P(Y) dy 
Ks 
in 2 $Cos 2 Y+sin2y)
0
Re(aT* (aN aT) 3 (sin4$Cos4Y
+ -is in 28sin22y+sin4Y)Ia,J-aT 1 21]	 (35)
C 2n	 ,
<Ifvh(-i,i)I2>	 08 0 Ifo"
p(8) d8
n/2 
p(Y) dy((Cos 2 6 1 sin 48+sin228sin2611
0 
• Cos 4Y+cos26 1
 sin 4Y+(Zsin26cos281
+ Cos 2 $sin26 1) sin 2 2y}IaN-aT I 2]	 (36)
where n0 is the number of the scatterers
per unit volume; p(6) and p(y) are the
orientation probabilities with respect to
8 and y, respectively; Re( ) is the real
part operator and the asterisk is the com-
plex conjugate symbol. The integration
with respect to 6 and Y is taken over n/2
due to the symmetry of the disc. From
(32)-(36) we note that n0
 appears in both
the numerator and denominator of (22)-(24)
so it will be canceled out.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare our formulation with that in
the literature [Lang, 1981; Tsang at al.,
19811 and to show the agreement between
this theory and some measured data [Dobson
at al., 19771 we will assume an orienta-
tion distribution function with respect to
8 and Y as
1) 1
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I
•10 believe that both Y and 8 should be per-
mitted to vary.	 In Figure 2 another case
is illustrated wDich shows that the rela-
tive levels of aw and a V
	Rre interchanged
.^'`•^^ and oVH has a higher level and a different
adgular behavior as compared to those re-
p	 `^`	 `N ported by Lang [19811, when both Y and 8
are assumed equally likely distributed.
% 2.	 The roles of Y and B may be intL-r-
%HH changed without affecting the c o computa-
^% VV tion, if they are assumed to have the same
^^ distribution (see Figures 1-5).
	 This is
-^	 ^^ expected since E measures tilting in the
vv
x' direction, while Y measures tilting in
the y' direction, respectively.
^'% 	 VH 3.	 When the discs are oriented more
` VH
•40
	
^^	 ---	 y-0 and 0:5 a <_ 3D•
or vice versa
I?sang at as„	 1981,	 Fig,	 31
--	 a is equally likely .20
and 0 5 y 5 300
or vice versa
-w	
20	 40	 60	 so	 100 VV I
INCIDENCE ANGLE IDEGREESI
Fig. 1.
	
A comparison with Tsang et al. HH
[1981 1 	 ( f-1.1 GHz; a-10 mm; c-0.375 mm; -30 I
crn 30. 8+11.8) . — a and y
Z	 are equally likely
6
i221i21
	Gl<G<D2
VH
p(f2)	 (37) 9-20 
0	 otherwise
ao ^^` f
with 11-0 and Y.	 Also, we assume that the
^`,``H
discs have a dielectric constant based on
M	 vvthe formula given by Fung and Ulaby [19781. `- ^.
In our formulation we have the freedom ^^
to select different distribution functions
with respect to 0 and Y and we note the •-- 0 is equally likely
following: and y - 0 or vice versa
	 ^^ H
1.	 When we set Y equal to zero our for- IUng, 1981, Fig,	 71
mulation reduces to those derived by Tsang
at al.
	 [ 1981 1 and Lang 119811.	 In Figure 1 -40
a case shown in the work by Tsang et al.
i^	 [19811	 is reproduced.	 It is seen that when 20	 e0	 60	 so	 100 -{	 Y is not rntricted oto zero, substantially INCIDENCE ANGLE IDEGREESI
different	 W and ollV are obtained.	 Since Fig. 2.	 A comparison with Lang [19811
naturally occurring leaves are, in general, (f-1.1 GHz; a-10 mm; c -0.25 mm;
not restricted in their orientation, we er-31+11.8).
I
1
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nearly horizontal, we get oHH>QVy (Figure 0
1).	 When the disc $ ars oriented more
nearly vertical, oW>oHR (Figures 3-5).
In Figures 3-5, comparisons with measure-
ments at large angles of incidence are
shown (30-80').	 This angular range is
selected to avoid the ground effect in -10
backscattering.	 In the case of corn and
milo, it is known that these crops have •
large leaves which do bend and twist in ; •	 '
their natural state.	 As a result, one a
leaf may have several scattering centers
and, hence, is modeled by several discs. k: -20 •
The leaf thickness, however, should cor- •	 •
respond to disc thickness in modeling.	 Of yy
course, the dielectric property of the leaf
 THEORY	 HN•
must be directly applicable in modeling 0 equally likely
also.	 Figures 3-5 show that the leaves of and 30• s r s 9V
these crops are more nearly vertical than -^ versa	 •
horizontal and that among the crops con—
M su
yMuremmts IMllol
sidered, the leaf volume is the largest for 0 H
corn and the smallest for wheat.	 Reason- • w
vH
MOISTURE CONTENT BY WEIGHT • 70%
Y
-10 .40
p
INCIDENCE ANGLE IDEGREESi
• Fig. 4.	 Comparison with measurements of
milo (f-1.5 GHz; a-12.3 mm; c-0.2 mm;
•	 ' er-28.52+j2.13).
.20.
•
_ • able level and trend agreements are ob-
e vv tained in Figures 3-5 in both like &nd
HN cross polarizations.
u_
-30 6.	 CONCLUSIONS
^• THEORY By permitting arbitrary orientation in
'	 W
equally likely modeling, reasonable agreements are ob-
11 and 300
 S r s 900	 vH tained between theory and low frequency{ or Vice WU data (1.1-1.5 GHz) collected from corn,
tI 	 -10 Mw:unmMts (Corn) milo and wheat. 	 It is shown that when the
• vN orientation of the leaves is restricted
• HH (Lang, 1981; Tsang at al., 19811, the
• w levels of 4V and a§H are interchanged and,MOISTURE CONTENT BY WEIGHT • 75% hence, cannot produce agreement with these
crop data..
-50
	 20	 IO	 60	 s0	 10 APPENDIX:
	
THE EULERIAN ANGLES OF
INCIDENCE ANGLE IDEGREES) ROTATION AS A LOCAL FRAME
Fig. 3.	 Comparison with measurements of
corn (f-1.1 GHz; a-15 mr.; c-0.167 mm; The coordinates described by the Eulerian
er•30.8+j1.8). angles of rotation are obtained by three
J
A161 T
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z'	 tki i + tvivi + thihi	 (A4)
where
tki - sinssineicos(a-¢ i) + cosscose i	(A5)
564
•10
(
F
is
.T0	 •
L	 A	 •
A
•30
VV
THEORY
o squally likely
and NO S v S 900
or vke versa
Y	 Maasuraments fWhaatlu
3 .40 . AvH	
vH
•HH
•vv
MOISTURE CONTENT BY WEIGHT • 70%
INCIDENCE ANGLE IDEGREESI
Fig. 5. Comparison with measurements of
wheat (f-1.5 GHz; a-10 mm; c-0.087 mm;
er-28.52+j2.13).
w
#uccessive rotations w around the z axis, the
y axis and then the z axis again with an-
gles a, 8, and y, respectively (called the
y convention by Goldstein (19811). The
resulting coordinates can be written as
(Arfken, 19701
x' - '(cosycos8cosa - sinysina)x
• (cosycos8sina + sinycosa)q - cosysin8;
(Al)
-(sinycos8cosa + cosysina)x
w	 w
• (-sinycos8sina + cosycosa)y + sinysin8z
(A2)
sin8cosax + sin8sinay + Coss;	 (A3)
If we use the coordinates described by
(Al), (A2) and (A3) as a local frame *o
describe the orientation of the scatterers,
we can substitute (5) into (A3). This
gives an expression similar to (6), i.e.,
......._ .. ter.,. - . _.. 4.r..^...^........ ^...... _ ,. 	w	 ^. ^..
tvi - sin8coseicos(a-0I) - cos8sinei	 (A6)
thi - sin8sin(a-0 i )	 (A7)
We see from (A6) and (A7) that they are
independent of angle y. Hence, when we
use (8) to represent the polarization vec-
tors in the local frame in terms of the
polarization vectors in the principal
frame, the system depends only on a and $.
In fact (A6) and (A7) are a special case
of (7b) and (70 when y-0 and only two of
the three angles a, 6, and y are indepen-
dent in the Eulerian description. Using
the spherical coordinates to describe the
local frame of the scatterer (Lang, 1981,
Figure 31 will lead to the same result as
the Eulerian angles of rotation with r, m,
and a corresponding to P. a, and 8, re-
spectively.
Another simple way to see the difference
between the xyz and y conventions is to
consider the special case 8-0. Then the
xyz convention in (1)-(3) gives
w	 w
X , - Cosa; + sinay	 (A8)
y' - -sinacosyx + cosacosyy + sinyz 	 (A9)
sinasinyx - cosasinyy + cosyz
	 (A10)
and the y convention in (A1)-(A3) gives
x' - cos(a+y)x + sin(a+y)y	 (All)
y' - -sin(a+Y)x + cos(a+Y)y 	 (Al2)
z' - ;	 (A13)
Thus the y convention depends only on one
angle, a+y, while the xyz convention still
depends on two angles a and y.
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A COMPARISON BETWEEN ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SENSING
OF SOIL.MOISTURE FROM VEGETATED TERRAINS
A. K. Fung and H. J. Eom
Remote Sensing Laboratory
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas, USA 66045
ABSTRACT
A comparison between active and passive sensing of soil moisture over
vegetated areas is studied via scattering models. In active sensing three
contributing terms to radar backscattering can be identified: (1) the ground
surface scatter term; (2) the volume scatter term representing scattering from
the vegetation layer; and (3) the surface-volume scatter term accounting for
scattering from both surface and volume. In emission three sources of con-
tribution can also be identified: (1) sviface emission, (2) upward volume
emission from the veget..,on layer, and (3) downward volume emission scattered
upward by the ground surface, As ground moisture increases, terms (1) and (3)
increase due to increase in permittivity in the active case. However, in pas-
sive sensing, term (1) decreases but term (3) increases for the same reason.
This self-compensating effect produces a loss ir; sensitivity to change in
ground moisture. Furthermore, emission fron vegetation may be larger than
r
that from the ground. Hence, the presence of vegetation layer causes a much
greater loss of sensitivity to passive than active sensing of soil moisture.
i
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Theories on intensity scattering [1,2] and emission [3,4] have been
developed for an inhomogeneous layer with irregular boundaries. To model a
leafy vegetation layer above an irregular ground surface the phase function
for a dielectric disk is needed (Appendix A) and the top layer boundary may be
removed [5]. Such a model is expected to be valid for vegetated medium where
#	 scattering is dominated by leaves. Note that a real leaf is, in general, not
a flat disk but is curved and may twist, especially if it is long. Hence, a
dielectric disk will model a scattering center on a leaf and a long leaf may
have several scattering centers.
For soil moisture sensing only polarized scattering has been used in
practice [6]. It is also known from experimental studies that the albedo of a
vegetated medium is usually around 0.3 or less [7,8]. This means that a
first-order solution of the radiative transfer equation obtained by assuming a
weak scattering medium can provide useful estimates. The computational proce-
dure to obtain the first-order solutions for both the active and passive
problems are outlined in the next two sections. The relevant characteristics
of the scattering model is given in _.ction 4 and those of the emission model
in Section 5. Comparisons with measurments are shown in Section 6.
2.0 THE FIRST-ORDER SOLUTION FOR THE ACTIVE PROBLEM
Let us assume that the radiative transfer equations for the upward and
downward intensities, I +
 and I - , are applicable within the vegetation layer
(Fig. 1)
c
11	 2
+	 - -	 K	 -
us dpi = -Ke I+ + s
	
P(us,u,4S-o) I+ du do
0	 06.
K	 2w	 1 _
+	 P(us,-u,os -y) I du do	 (1)
0	 0
-_	 2n	 1
- us dz 
s 
-Ke I + 5
	
N-uS.u,os-o) I+ du do
0	 0
+ W
	
P(-us,-u,os-o) C du do	 (2)
0	 0
where Ks , Ke are the volume scattering and extinction coefficient matrices,
respectively,; us = cose s , u = cose; and P( ) is the phase matrix. We assume
that the layer has no upper boundary and the boundary condition at the lower
boundary is
	
-	 2w
I+ (-d,us toS ) s	 ,O(us,u,*s-o) I du do , 	 (3)
0	 0
where G is the surface scattering phase matrix given in [2]. To account for
polarization effects the intensity column matrices contain the four Stokes
parameters as their elements [9]. Once the total scattered intensity for an a
polarized component I as of the intensity matrix at z=0 is found, the
scattering coefficient for this component is defined relative to the incident
3
Mintensity I0i of polarization 8 as
ca	 4 ff cos e s Ins /I 1	 (4)5
1
1
The procedure to determine up to the first-order solution of (1) and (2)
subject, to (3) is as follows:
(a) Expand P, I into Fourier series with respect to the azimuthal angle
and consider one Fourier component at a time.
(b) Convert a Fourier component representation of (1) and (2) into inte-
gral equations.
(c) Use an N-point quadrature integration to rewrite the integrals with
k:
respect to u in (1), (2), and (3) as a matrix product.
(d) Solve the resulting integral equations iteratively by assuming that
i
s
 is small.
r
The mth Fourier component of the scattering intensity including only the
zeroth-order and the significant terms in the first-order is
Ima [f l + N+ + (f l N- + M fl)I Iim	 (5)
t
E
where I im is the mth Fourier coefficient of the incident intensity. In (5),
f 1
 represents surface scattering attenuated by the layer,
f = e- Kepi 
d f
m
 Gm a-Kepid
^	 1 	 '
t	 where f
m
-1/2, m=0, and fm=1/4, in>0, and 
a-Kepid 
is the diagonal matrix defined
as
4
(6)
ie-Kepid - Diag le. Keld/cose l oo* 	 -Kel d/cose N
	-Ke2d/cosel
A'
-Ke2d/coseN 
-Ke3d/cose l 	
-Ke3d/cosoN
-Ke4d/cose l
	-Ke4d/coseN
a	 ,... , e
`	 Kel = KeV , extinction coefficient for vertical polarization,
Ke2 - Kehl extinction coefficient for horizontal polarization,
Kea - Ke4 = (Kel + Ke2)/2,
and p, i are the indices for the Stokes parameters and theuadrq	 ature points,
respectively, and Gm is the mth Fourier component of the surface scattering
phase matrix [2].
	 in (5) represents the volume scattering operator which
scatters a downward propagating intensity upward. Its elements are defined in
terms of the elements of the phase matrix for the pq polarization component as
n+	 m	
-(Ke 
i +K	 )dpq) i ,	 Ksp i fm Ppq ( u i ^-uj ) [1 - e	 p	 eqJ
J
1	 (^)
(Kepi+Kegj)
; 	 where Kspi - Ksp/ i, i , Ksp is the volume scattering coefficient for p polari-
zation, and uj - cosep The index j is also for denoting quadrature points
similar to i except it is used for the incoming polar angle direction. The
I ast term in (5), (Mf1+f 1N-), represents combined surface-volume scattering.
The matrix elements of M for the pq polarization element is
5	
^JI
It 4r I
Nzar
imp )	 s Kspi fm Pm (u i .u j ) ^1 - e-(Kepi"Ke4j)d J4 i^	 P	 P4	 J	 (8a)
"1(Kepi-Ke4J)
M may be interpreted as the volume scattering operator which scatters an
upward propagating intensity upward. Similarly, N" is the volume scattering
operator which scatters a downward propagating intensity downward. Its
elements are
ie ^
(nP4)i• : Kspi fm Pp4 (m"ui ' "uj) Ce 
(Ke P"K q )d	
(8b
- 1 1
J	 )
(K	 -K .)-1
epi eqJ
Since we assume a weak scattering medium, the dominant term in (5) is
(6), especially at small angles of incidence. On the other hand, the surface
scattering matrix in (6) can be a fast decreasing function of the incidence
angle e. If observations were made at 9>25 0
 it is possible for the other
terms in ( 5) to dominate. For soil moisture sensing only small a has been
used. Hence, the effect of the vegetation layer is mainly attenuation. As
soil moisture increases, both the surface and the surface-volume scattering
terms in ( 5) increase. Hence, the decrease in the surface scattering term due
to layer attenuation is ccmpensated partly by the surface-volume scattering
terms.
3.0 THE FIRST-ORDER SOLUTION FOR THE PASSIVE PROBLEM
.	 For the emission problem, the radiative transfer equations can be written
in terms of the upward and downward temperatures T + , T" and the temperature of
the layer, Tz. To account for polarization, T* is taken as a column matrix
6
	 V
M --
	
U^
containing two elements, Tv and Th , corresponding to vertical and horizontal
polarizations. Since natural emission is incoherent the third and fourth
Stokes parameters are zero. It is usual to assume that Tt
 are independent of
the azimuth angle [10]. Thus,
us —Z	 - K  T+ + Ka TX + F+
	(9)
r
-
vs z^ = Ke T- - Ka TX + Fr
	
(10)
where
1
F±
 =	 Ks P(±v s .v) T+ (z.v) do
0
1
+ 7
	
Ks P (to s .-v)
 T (z.v) do	 (11)
0
where P(tos,v) is the zeroth-order Fourier component of the phase matrix; Ka
is the absorption coefficient matrix (Appendix A). The boundary condition of
the ground surface is
1
-	 -	 - -
T+ (-d.u s ) _	 G(vs.v) T-(-d,v) do + eg Tg	 (12)
0
where G is the zeroth-order Fourier coefficient of the surface phase matrix,
1
kt
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	e is the emissivity	 -g	 vity of the ground surface, and Tg
 is the temperature of theY
ground medium. The procedure to solve 9-
}	 ^.	 _	 ( ) (12) up to the first-order assuming
small Ks
 is the same as in the active problem given in the previous section 
when we leave out step (a). The solution for T +(O,u) including zeroth-order
and significant terms in the first-order is
T+ ( O , u i ) ' [ 1 - e-Keid + M - M - M2	 1	 3 ] ( 1 -w) Tt
	
+	 -Kei d	
-	 ..	
^	
-K .d -
le	 + M 1) {0.5 G(u i ,u ) (1-wl 1 - e e1	 T
	
1	
+ eg 
T91	 (13)
where 1 is the identity matrix; w is the albedo of the layer; u•, u• ar
^	 J	 e the
outgoing and incoming direction cosines 
corresponding to the points chosen for
an N-point quadrature i
ntegration; and a -Reid is the diagonal matrix,
	
e-Keid - Diag
	
evd/ul'... e-KeVd/uN-Kehd/ul
	
-Kehd/ule-K e	 ,..., e	 N
J'
	
t.	
In (13), 1<i, 3<N. The matrices A1.2.3 represent volume scattering operators
and their elements denoted by (mpq ) ij for a polarization component pq (p,gsv
or h) are related to the elements of the phase matrix P as
^a
(mlpq)i; = 0.5 Kspi Ppq (Il i
 all J )
 
(e -Kepid
 e -Kegjd /(K .-K)	 eqJ epi)
(m2pq ) iJ 
= 0.5 Kspi [Ppq(ui'Mi) + Ppq(ui,_uj)] (1 - e
-Kepid
) 
/K
epi
L
8
-(Ke i +Ke )d(m3pq )	 = 0.5 K spi Ppq (u i
.u j ) [1 - e	 P	 qj I1(Kepi+Kegj)
ii
hwere K	 =K /u , K =	 /u , and K	 /u	 M
^•	 spi sp i	 ep Ki ep i	 eqj uK eq j . In (13) terms involving
represent the first-order corrections to the zeroth-order terms. It is
interesting to note that irrespective of order the major sources of emission
are the upward and downward emissions of the layer and upward emission from
the ground. These source emissions can either propagate directly or be scat-
tered by the layer boundary towards the point of observation with an appro-
priate amount of attenuation (zeroth-order terms). They can also be scattered
by the layer inhomogeneities with or without additional scattering by boundary
towards the point of observation (first-order terms). Terms which represent
scattering of these emissions first downward and then upward by the ground
surface have been ignored in (13).
Usually the upward emission from the layer is at least comparable to that
from the ground for a fully grown vegetation cover. Hence, the ground
emission term cannot dominate the total emission. The downward layer emission
which is scattered upward by the ground is also sensitive to soil moisture
condition. Its increase with the increase in soil moisture compensates the
simultaneous decrease in ground emission. As a result the sensitivity to soil
moisture can be reduced by 50% or more when the optical depth of the layer is
0 .4.
r	 4.0 SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF A VEGETATION LAYER
r
	
	
In this section we want to show the relative contributions of the terms
in (5) as a function of the incidence angle at different albedo, optical
r.	 depths, and ground permittivities. For the puriose of illustration, Kirchhoff
L	 9
r
1'.
I
surface model written in series form [11] and Rayleigh phase matrix [2] are
used in Figs. 2-5. Fig. 2, illustrates the contributions of the three types of
terms discussed in Section 2 at an optical depth of 0.1. It is seen that the
scatteringterm is much more importantsurface-volume  	 r 	 for horizontalp
polarization than vertical polarization at large angles of incidence. Fur-
thermore, the horizontally polarized surface-volume scattering term also
becomes comparable to the volume scattering term at large angles of inci-
dence. This is true particularly when the ground moisture is large while
optical thickness is relatively small. In this case, soil moisture sensing is
possible at large angles of incidence even though the surface scattering term
1
is small at these angles. Fig. 3 shows that for thicker optical depth the
a
surface-volume scattering term becomes comparable to the surface scattering
term at much smaller incidence angles than when the optical depth is small
(Fig. 2). This implies that the surface-volume scattering term tends to
reduce the loss in sensitivity to soil moisture sensing as optical depth
increases. In Fig. 4 the backscattering coefficients for the three types of
1i
terms in (5) are plotted versus the optical depth at two different permit- 	 4'
,A
tivities when the incidence angle is 8.6 0 . The surface-volume term is small
compared with the surface term. When the same calculations are repeated at 	 j
200 incidence in Fig. 5, we see that the surface-volume scattering term
becomes important and can exceed the surface scattering term if optical depth
is large. Since soil moisture sensing is usually conducted between 100 to
200 , these results indicate that surface-volume scattering terms tend to
reduce the loss in sensitivity of ",he surface scattering term when the optical
-depth is large (00.4). To summarize these results, the ratio of the change
in the backscattering coefficients between a wet (soil permittivity - 18) and
a dry (soil permittivity - 3.5) soil condition, with vegetation cover present
c
	
10
,I .
E^
to that with no vegetation cover 1s plotted in Fig. 6 using the disc phase
function (Appendix A). This ratio is shown as a function of optical depth.
It depicts the loss in sensitivity in sensing a vegetated soil versus a bare
soil. As expected the loss in sensitivity increases with the increase in
optical depth or albedo.P	 P
t^
5.0 EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A VEGETATION LAYER
The angular characteristics of emission from a wet (c-25) and a dry soil
`	
(c-4) surface with vegetation cover is shown in Fig. 7. Unlike surface emis-
sion, there is very little difference in angular tre pds between horizontal and
vertical polarizations at an optical depth close to unity. Note that the
zeroth-order theory [(13) without the M i -terms] in common use is quite inade-
quate unless both albedo and optical thickness are very small. This point is
illustrated in Fig. 8 where zeroth, first, and exact (numerical) solutions are
compared.
In Fig. 7• the level of upward emission by the layer is much higher than
the emissions by the soil surface at all nadir angles even for the dry soil
case. At smaller optical depth (T<0.8) (Fig. 9) surface emission may be com-
parable or higher than layer emission. The surface emission term is higher
and the I term (downward emission scattered upward by the soil surface) is
lower for the dry case than the wet case. This shows that the change in soil
emission due to change in moisture is reduced by the term in general. As
albedo decreases it is expected that layer emission will increase while sur-f	 Y
face emission may suffer a slight decrease.
Thus, for the same optical depth, a smaller arlbedo leads to a smaller
difference in total emission between the wet and the dry soil conditions
because the upward layer emission is larger and surface emission is somewhat
11	 •
r 1) 1
lower. In summary, the ratio of the change in emissions from a wet and a dry
soil surface with vegetation cover to that from the same surface without
vegetation cover is shown as a function of optical depth in Fig. 10 using the
disc phase function. It is seen that a larger albedo results in a better
sensitivity to soil moisture change because scattered contribution from soil
surface has increased while the upward layer emission has decreased. Upon
comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 10, it is seen that, in general, vegetation causes
a more severe degradation in sensitivity on passive sensing than on active
sensing. It is interesting to note that while larger layer albedo helps to
fimprove the sensitivity somewhat in passive sensing, it has a significant
adverse effect on active sensing.
Summary of Layer Parameter Effects On
Soil Moisture Sensing
Layer	 Sensitivity	 Sensitivity
Parameters	 Active	 Passive
T
6.0 COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS
The reductions in sensitivity for the active (Fig. 6) and passive (Fig.
	
	 ^'I
i.
10) sensing of soil moisture are computed from reported measurements and
plotted in Figs. 6 and 10, respectively. The procedure used to generate the
data points in Fig. 6 is as follows:
(a) Scattering coefficient, a°, measurements at 1n° incidence angle,
C-band, HH polarization, on bare soil, wheat, corn and soybeans
are taken from [12,13,14]. a° measured from wheat, corn, and
soybeans will be referred to as a° (total).
12
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(b) Regression lines are generated for each crop and bare soil in the
_	 form of °° versus soil moisture. An example is shown in Fig. 11.
(c) To estimate optical depth at 10° incidence for a given crop, we
•	 plot °°(total) versus o°(bare soil) for various values of soil
moisture [6]. This plot is in real numbers. Since °°(total) s
[exp(-2T/cos e)] °°O(bare soil) + °°°(crop), the slope of the re-
gression line of °°(total) versus c°(bare soil) is equal to
exp(-2T/cose). Hence, the optical depth T can be estimated [6].
(d) Knowing the optical depth, we can use the regression lines for
o°(total) and °°(bare soil) to find a v5lue for the ratio,
100dB(wet) - ° dB(dry),
total
°^dB(wet) - a dB (dry)	 ?
bare soil	 1
which is plotted as a data point on Fig. 6.
The data points in Fig. 10 are obtained from the emissivity data reported 	 #
by Wang et al. [15]. The procedure is as follows:
(a) The regression lines on the emissivity data obtained by Wang et
al. [15] for various vegetations versus moisture (or permit-
tivity) are fitted by the theoretical model [(13)]. It turns out
s
that there is no appreciable difference between the theoretical
and the regression lines. Hence, each line in Fig. 12 represents
both regression and theoretical lines. It is found that the
slope of the regression  line is sensitive to the optical depth,PP
while the level is sensitive to albedo. Hence, each fit provides
an estimate of both albedo and optical depth (Fig. 12) for a
given vegetation layer.
(b) Knowing albedo and optical depth for a given vegetation layer we
13
M .
can compute the ratio
[T(wet) - T(dry)^toLal
[T(wet) - T(dry)]bare
 
soil
and plot it as a data point in Fig. 10.
7.0 CONCLUSIONS
Scattering and emission theories up to the first-order are derived and
expressed in a form which permits easy identification of the zeroth- and
first-order terms as well as simple interpretation of the scattering and
emission processes. Upon comparing the loss in sensitivity in soil moisture
sensing due to vegetation cover, it is found that the loss is less in active
sensing than passive sensing. One reason is that the volume-surface
scattering term contributes positively in active sensing, while the downward
emission scattered upward by the ground surface contributes negatively in
passive sensing. Another reason is that emission from vegetation is of the
same order as that from the ground while scattering from the ground is usually
much larger than that of the vegetation at small incidence angles.
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APPENDIX A: Disc Phase Function and Extinction Coefficients
The phase matrix for a dielectric thin circular disc may be written in
terms of the scattering amplitude matrix f [16] given as
(A•v)T•vs	 (A•h)T•vs
f	 [k 2 a I (c-1) J 1
 ( a qt )/( 2 qt)]	 =	 T A	 = A T
(A v) • hs	 (A•h) •hs
(A-])
where
k = WA : free space wave number,
a	 radius of disc,
z	 thickness of disc,
c	 permittivity of disc,
J 1	first-order Bessel function of the first kind,
qt=k[(sinescos^s-sinecoso)2+(sinessinms-sinesin^)21,
e s and a are polar scattered and incident angles, respectively,
#s and # are azimuthal scattered and incident angles, respectively,
(see Fig. 1 for geometry)
A A A	 A
v, h, vs , and hs are unit polarization vectors as shown in Fig. 1,
A
h - (-sin#, cosh, 0)
A
v - (cosecos#, cosesinf, -sine)
A
hs - (-sin*s , cos+s , 0)
A
vs - (cosescos^s , cose s sin^s , -sines)
A is a three by three matrix given as
17
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a0/a1
(A-2)
s&)
h
	1 	 0
	
A = a 0	 1
0
	
0	 0
where
2
a0 n 1 + Y (c-1) A0
2
al = 1 + Ai
l 
(c-1)
 
Al
0.5	 0.5
AO	 (a`-c2 -1.5
	
-c a2-c	
+ 7 - tan -1 - c^^  _T
	
a	 a -c`
1 5	 2 2 0.5	 2 0.5
A	 2 a2 c
2 -	 a 
-c	
n+ tan-1
	 c
1 = (	 )	 c	 -	 a_
In the above, a and c are major and minor semi-axes of an ellipsoid. Note
that the symbol T in (A-1) denotes transpose of a column matrix.
From (A-1), the phase matrix P may be constructed as
P=4nKs1no <o>
where o is the Stokes matrix expressible in terms of f [9, P. 353 and no is
the number density of discs. <> denotes averaging over three modified
Eulerian angles [17] which account for the orientations of a disc.
.	 The extinction coefficient matrix Ke is given as
Ke = diag(Kv , Kh, K3 9 K4)
18
IV, ,
where
Kv - Kav + Ksv
Kh - Kah + Ksh
K3 = K4 - 0.5(Kv+Kh)
The scattering coefficients K sv and Ksh are
r
I	 ^
Ksv - no Ida <Ifvv l2 + lfhvl2>
Ksh - no Idi < I fhh l 2 + (f vh
12>
where jdn denotes integration over the solid angle 4n. The absorption coef-
ficients Kav and Kah are [9, p. 17]
A
Kav - no 
k c" w a2 t <IA•vi(Z>
A
Kah - no k c" n a 2 t<,A•hil2>
where c" is the imaginary part of the disc permittivity c.
I ^.
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FIGURE LEGEND
Figure 1.	 Geometry of the scatter and emission problem.
Figure 2.	 Angular behavior of backscattering coefficient of Rayleigh layer
above irregular ground. (w=0.1, T=0.1, ka=0.1, kX=10; where w :
layer albedo, T : layer optical depth, a : standard deviation of
rough surface height, 9 : correlation length of rough surface
height, e  : ground permittivity, and T = S+I+V, where S : surface
scattering term, I : surface-volume scattering term, V : volume
scattering term).
Figure 3.	 Angular behavior of backscattering coefficient c•f Rayleigh layer
above irregular ground. (w-0.36, T=0.98, k a=0.1, k9=10; and T =
S+I+V, where S : surface scattering term, I : surface-volume
scattering term, V : volume scattering term).
Figure 4.	 The effect of optical depth on HH-polarized backscattering
coefficient at the incidence angle s=8.6% (w--0.3, k o=0.5, k R=10;
and T = S+I+V, where S : surface scattering term, I : surface-
volume scattering term, V : volume scattering term).
Figure 5.	 The effect of optical depth on HH-polarized backscattering
coefficient at the incidence angle 0=20% ((L-0.3, ka=0.5, kz=10;
and T = S+I+V, where S : surface scattering term, I : surface-
volume scattering term, V : volume scattering term).
o:
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Figure 6.
a
Sensitivity reduction in backscattering due to a vegetation cover
of optical	 depth T.	 (k a=0.5, kit=10; and Sensitivity	 Reduction =[0 (wet) - v (dry ) ]	 / [ v° (wet) - a° (drY) ]	 wetd6A d6	 total	 d6	 dB	 bare soil
ground a=18; dry ground a=3.5.)	 The disc phase function is used:
• disc thickness = 0.2 mm, disc permittivity = 23.4+j4.7, frequency
= 4.3 GHz; case M radius of disc = 1.3 cm, volume fraction of
discs = 0.35% (equivalent albedo = 0.3); case (ii) radius of disc
` = 0.75 cm, volume fraction of discs = 0.2%( aq uivalent albedo =
0.1).
Figure 7. Angular behavior of emission of Rayleigh layer above irregular
ground.	 (w=0.36, T=0.98, ground rms slope = 0.15, ground (soil)
`.
and Rayleigh layer temperature = 290°K, and T=V+I+S, where V
layer upward emission, 	 I: layer downward emission scattered upward
by soil, S : soil emission scattered and attenuated by layer).
Figure 8. Comparisons between numerical, first-order, and zeroth-order
t solutions in emission for different albedo w and optical	 depth	 '.
T.	 (The ground is assumed to be a plane. 	 Ground and Rayleigh
! layer temperature = 300 °K.)
Figure 9. The effect of optical depth on brightness temperature at the nadir
angle 0=5.6 0 .	 (w<0.3, and T=V+I+S, where V : layer upward
emission, I : layer downward emission scattered upward by soil, S
soil emission scattered and attenuated by layer, ground and
Rayleigh layer temperature = 290 0K.)
. 21
Figure 10. Sensitivity reduction in emission due to a vegetation cover of
optical depth T. (w : albedo, a	 nadir angle, ground rms slope n
0.15, Sensitivity Reduction -
(T(wet) - T(dry) ]total /[T(wet) - T(dry)lbare
 
soil, wet ground
c-18, dry ground a-3.5, T : horizontal polarized brightness
temperature.) The disc phase function with the same parameters
as in Fig. 6 is used.
Figure 11. Backscattering coefficient as a function of soil moisture content
mf for wheat field at C-band, 10 0 incidence angle.
Figure 12. Linear regression fit of emissivity from different vegetation as a
function of soil moisture content mv . (Albedo w and optical depth
T are estimated by fitting the theory to a given regression fit.
The ground permittivity a-3.5 and 18 are assumed to correspond to
the soil moisture my-7% and 21%, respectively.)
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